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Abstract

We propose a method for combining the clause linking theorem proving method with
theorem proving methods based on orderings This may be useful for incorporating
term�rewriting based approaches into clause linking In this way� some of the proposi�
tional ine�ciencies of ordering�based approaches may be overcome� while at the same
time incorporating the advantages of ordering methods into clause linking The com�
bination also provides a natural way to combine resolution on non�ground clauses�
with the clause linking method� which is essentially a ground method We describe
the method� prove completeness� and show that the enumeration part of clause link�
ing with semantics can be reduced to polynomial time in certain cases We analyze
the complexity of the proposed method� and also give some plausibility arguments
concerning its expected performance



� Introduction

There are at least two basic approaches to the study of automated deduction One
approach concentrates on solving hard problems� especially those of interest to
human mathematicians There have been some notable successes in this area� and
even some proofs of hitherto unproven conjectures This has served to give the
�eld of automated deduction some respectability among mathematicians and the
general public Such proofs may be done with or without human interaction For
this approach� it is of secondary interest whether the prover that solves these hard
problems is very weak for other� easy problems Another approach to automated
deduction concentrates on building provers that perform well on a broad range of
problems� with a minimumof human interaction In this approach� it does not make
sense to try hard problems if one�s prover still has di�culty with easy problems
The philosophy is to develop as far as possible theorem provers that have general
problem solving ability The advantage of this approach is that one is likely to obtain
provers that are more well�rounded� and in the long run possibly more powerful� a
disadvantage is that the results may appear less spectacular� especially in the early
stages
We have concentrated on the latter approach In this endeavor� we have de�

veloped a number of provers over the recent years� including the modi�ed problem
reduction format of �Pla��� and its extensions� the clause linking method of �LP����
and clause linking with semantics �CP��a�� among others We have emphasized
�rst�order logic without equality These provers have become increasingly more
powerful� each able to solve a considerable range of problems out of reach of its pre�
decessor� with little or no human guidance In addition� these provers can compete
respectably with well�known powerful theorem provers on certain types of problems
For this� we have emphasized Prolog implementation� as a way to rapidly imple�
ment and test a wide variety of ideas with little manpower This means that our
provers have a disadvantage with respect to provers carefully implemented in C or
LISP� since the underlying language is less e�cient� despite this� the performance
has been impressive We now would like to carry this investigation a step further�
and incorporate some kind of ordering methods
Semantic hyper�linking �CP��a� was developed to retain the propositional advan�

tages of hyper�linking �LP��� while adding natural semantics and goal�sensitivity
�Pla��a� We discuss the issues of propositional e�ciency and goal�sensitivity in
�Pla��a� Pla��b�� thereby highlighting what we feel are some ine�ciencies in many
common theorem proving strategies Even hyper�linking without semantics per�
forms much better than resolution and similar strategies on some hard problems�
particularly non�Horn problems We show in �CP��a� that hyper�linking with se�
mantics is sometimes much better still However� there are still some problem with
semantic hyper�linking that we would like to solve The cooperation between se�
mantic hyper�linking and rough resolution does not seem as clean as it could be
Rough resolution �CP��b� is a version of ordered resolution developed to eliminate
large literals from proofs� this is helpful because semantic hyper�linking has di�cul�
ties generating such large literals Therefore the cooperation of these two methods
seems attractive� and indeed� we show in �CP��b� that this cooperation improves
the e�ectiveness of semantic hyper�linking on a number of problems However� the
de�nition of rough resolution seems arbitrary� the logical way to eliminate large lit�
erals is to use ordered resolution� as described in �BG��� HR��� Also� the manner
in which the semantic tree is constructed and searched seems to have an arbitrary
element to it� this also makes this part of the method harder to describe formally In
addition to semantic hyper�linking and rough resolution� UR �unit resulting� reso�
lution is a component of the prover described in �CP��a� The motivation for this is
that rough resolution eliminates large literals from proofs� UR resolution eliminates
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the Horn parts of proofs� and what remains is a non�Horn proof with small literals�
clause linking performs well on such problems However� the Horn property is really
irrelevant here� since clause linking performs well on problems with small literals�
whether they are Horn problems or not Therefore it seems logical to eliminate
UR resolution Also� the choice of which rough resolutions and UR�resolutions are
performed seems to be arbitrary� to some extent� we prefer small clauses and small
proofs� essentially Our motivation in the development of ordered semantic hyper�
linking is to simplify semantic hyper�linking as much as possible� and in this way
hopefully to extend its peaks of strength to a wider class of problems This should
also allow for a small and easily understood implementation
In addition� we are interested in removing some of the propositional ine�cien�

cies from term�rewriting based theorem proving strategies Such strategies essen�
tially reduce to A�ordering �Sla�	� on �rst�order logic without equality However�
in �Pla��b� we show some simple sets of clauses on which A�ordering produces an
exponential search space� regardless of the ordering chosen On the other hand�
term�rewriting methods are often very e�cient� and extend naturally to other spe�
cialized theories �BG��� Furthermore� certain sets of clauses are easily decided by
strategies based on ordering �FLTZ��� That is� these ordering based strategies are
a decision procedure� always terminating and indicating whether the set of input
clauses is satis�able or not However� these sublanguages of �rst�order logic are
not decidable in this way by clause linking Therefore� we would like to present
semantic clause linking in a format that facilitates the transition to term�rewriting
based theorem proving strategies� thereby also providing a way to remove some of
their notable ine�ciencies� while preserving some of their advantages
The idea of semantic hyper�linking is to show that a set S of clauses is unsat�

is�able by the failure of a systematic search for a model of S Ordered semantic
hyper�linking is similar� but it organizes the search a little di�erently The basic
principle behind ordered semantic hyper�linking is the following� Suppose we have
a set p�� p�� � � � � pn of independent choices to make in a process of examining a set
of possibilities Thus there are potentially �n combinations of choices altogether
Then we assume that there is an ordering on these choices� and we make the sim�
plest choice �rst Suppose p� is the simplest of the choices� then we �rst consider
the alternatives p� and not�p�� For each such alternative� we recursively attempt
to solve the problem The reasoning is that we may solve the problem before the
more complex choices are even seen� thereby saving e�ort This seems to be a nat�
ural strategy from the standpoint of human problem solving In the application to
theorem proving� the set of choices is in�nite� and the order in which they are made
has other implications� but the idea is still the same
Furthermore� a problem with semantic hyper�linking is that sometimes the enu�

meration of ground terms is necessary We would like to have a method that is
based on uni�cation instead of on the enumeration of ground terms The proposed
method incorporates uni�cation in a natural way� and for certain kinds of seman�
tics we show that the enumeration phase can be done in polynomial time There is
an additional reason to believe that this new version will have better performance
The work required by semantic hyper�linking is strongly in�uenced by the num�
ber of �eligible literals� that are generated The proposed method should reduce
this number� thereby making the method more e�cient and permitting proofs that
require more rounds of search
We also consider some complexity issues� as discussed in part by �Gou��� His

approach is non�clausal� but the same analysis applies to a clausal framework He
shows that the fundamental problem associated with the mating �And��� or con�
nection �Bib�	� approach is �p� complete These approaches �rst choose a number
of copies of each of the input clauses� and then seek to �nd a single substitution
that makes the given set of copies of the clauses propositionally unsatis�able �For
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a general set of clauses� an arbitrary number of copies may be needed� Goubault�s
result has the consequence that the e�ort to prove a theorem is at worst exponential
in the size of a minimal proof� using a suitable implementation of these approaches�
where proof size is measured by the number of instances of the input clauses that
appear in the proof More precisely� if S is the set of input clauses and each clause
appears at most n times in the proof� then the e�ort is exponential in n times the
size of S� written as a character string This is actually not a bad bound� many
other methods are considerably worse� at least relative to this measure of proof size
For example� clause linking can be double or even triple exponential in this measure
of proof complexity The reason is that a proof containing n copies of the input
clauses may involve a number of uni�cations proportional to n� each such uni�ca�
tion can increase the size of the terms by a constant factor Thus terms that are
exponentially large can be generated� the number of terms within this exponential
size bound is double exponential� and the time to handle a double exponential set
of ground clauses can be triple exponential By altering the measure of term size�
so that repeated subterms are counted only once� this can be reduced to double
exponential We consider the behavior of ordered clause linking and argue that
although the worst�case bound is double exponential� there is reason to believe that
in many cases this performance will be single exponential or even better Of course�
there may be proofs in which many copies of the clauses are needed but the term
sizes are all small� for such clauses� clause linking would probably be faster than
the mating approach
It is interesting that our proposed theorem prover incorporates a number of

well�known AI techniques� including case analysis� explanation�based generaliza�
tion� procedural semantics �to describe the semantics of the set of clauses�� back�
tracking� ordering criteria� and of course uni�cation and �rst�order logic Therefore
this prover may have some independent interest from the standpoint of arti�cial
intelligence

� Orderings on Interpretations and Clauses

The idea of ordered clause linking with semantics is to place a total ordering on
the set of atoms� and then based on this to de�ne a lexicographic total ordering
on the set of interpretations of these atoms Now� semantic hyper�linking can
be seen as a systematic search for a model of a set S of clauses� if this search
fails� then we know that S is unsatis�able During this search� a semantic tree
is essentially constructed Ordered semantic hyper�linking works in a similar way
In fact� both strategies are somewhat similar to model elimination in this respect
�Lov���� this similarity may be more apparent for ordered semantic hyper�linking
than for semantic hyper�linking However� instead of a semantic tree� we have a
trans�nite semantic tree� as in �HR��� Also� in ordered semantic hyper�linking we
specify more precisely how this tree is constructed That is� the interpretations
are examined in a sequence I�� I�� I� � � � consistent with the total ordering� the �rst
interpretation I� to be considered is the one that is least in this ordering For this
interpretation we �nd a clause C� not satis�ed by I�� this clause is a minimal such
contradicting clause in a speci�ed ordering on clauses The next interpretation I�
considered is the smallest interpretation that is not �obviously� contradicted by the
clauses found so far �in this case� C�� The search continues in this manner� so we
have I� � I� � I� � � � and C�� C�� C�� � � �  Not only is the sequence in which the
interpretations are examined completely determined in this way� but the choice of
which clauses Ci are found is also largely determined �up to minimality� If S is
unsatis�able� eventually the set fC�� C�� C�� � � � � Cig will be unsatis�able� this will
be detected by the prover� and the search will stop
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We now de�ne these orderings on atoms and interpretations more precisely
We assume that some �rst�order language is speci�ed in terms of a �nite set F
of function and constant symbols� a �nite set P of predicate symbols� and a list
X of variables Then we are interested in the satis�ability problem of sets S of
�rst�order clauses over this language Let T �F �X � be the set of terms formed from
the function symbols F and the variables X � and let T �F� be the set of ground
terms �terms without variables� formed from T and F  Let A be the set of atoms�
that is� expressions of the form P �t�� � � � � tn�� where P � P and ti � T �F �X �
For orderings �� we de�ne x � y as equivalent to y � x A partial ordering
� is said to be well�founded if there are no in�nite sequences x�� x�� x�� � � � with
x� � x� � x� � � � We assume that there is a total well�founded ordering � on A If
the ordering is order�isomorphic to �� then A can be enumerated as A�� A�� A�� � � �
where A� � A� � A� � � �� this will not be possible if the ordering corresponds to
a higher ordinal The ordering on A may be based on the size �number of symbol
occurrences� in the atoms Ai� or it may be one of the orderings used to show the
termination of term�rewriting systems �DJ��� Pla��� Of course� there are also other
possibilities
We now specify the ordering on interpretations A literal is an atom or an atom

preceded by a negation sign � A literal without a negation sign is called positive
and one with it is called negative The literals L and �L are called complementary
We write L for the complement of L� thus if L is positive then L is �L� and �L is
L If A � A� then we call A and �A literals over A An interpretation I is �for our
purposes� a subset of A� or� equivalently� a mapping from A to ftrue� falseg If I
maps A to true then we write I j� A and say that I satis�es A Otherwise� I �j� A
and we say that A contradicts I We say that I j� �L i� I �j� L We say that two
interpretations I and J agree on a literal L if �I j� L i� J j� L�� that is� they both
assign L true or they both assign L false If I and J are two distinct interpretations
of A� let d�I� J� be the least atom A �with respect to �� such that I and J do not
agree on A Such a least atom must exist� because the ordering on atoms is well�
founded Let I� be a special interpretation called the initial interpretation� this
is typically supplied by the user We order the interpretations with respect to I�
as follows� Let I and J be two di�erent interpretations of A Let A be d�I� J�
Then if I agrees with I� on A� we say I � J � otherwise J � I Thus the smallest
literals have the greatest in�uence on the ordering� and the interpretations that
agree with I� are smaller in the ordering than interpretations that disagree with I��
other things being equal Note that I� is the minimal interpretation in this ordering
This ordering on interpretations is not well�founded� if A is in�nite Still� it turns
out that certain sets of interpretations of interest to us have minimal elements
We will mainly be interested in interpretations that di�er from I� in �nitely many
places� we now develop some of their properties

De�nition ��� Given an interpretation I of A and literals Li over A� let I�L�� L��
� � � � Ln� be de�ned as follows�

I�L�� L�� � � � � Ln� j� L i�
�a� L � fL�� � � � � Lng or if
�b� L �� fL�� � � � � Lng and L �� fL�� � � � � Lng and I j� L

Thus I�L�� L�� � � � � Ln� is like I except for the �nite list �L�� L�� � � � � Ln� of 	ex�
ceptions
� for an earlier use of this notation see �CP�a��

Theorem ��� Suppose I is an interpretation over A and J � I��L�� L�� � � � � Ln��
Then if I � J � d�I� J� � fL�� L�� � � � � Ln��

Proof� If I � J � then I and J are unequal� thus there must be a literal d�I� J� If
d�I� J� �� fL�� L�� � � � � Ln�� then J agrees with I� on the atom d�I� J�� so J � I �






This result classi�es the interpretations that are smaller than I��L�� L�� � � � � Ln�
into n distinct groups� depending on which Li is equal to d�I� J�
We now specify the ordering on literals and clauses We order literals so that

if A and B are atoms and A � B then A � B �as literals�� A � �B� �A � B�
and �A � �B However� the literals A and �A are not ordered with respect to
one another A clause is a �nite set of literals� regarded as their disjunction A
clause is a tautology if it contains a literal and its negation A clause is a ground
clause if it contains no variables �and similarly for literals� atoms� and terms� We
de�ne a partial ordering � on non�tautologous clauses by the multiset extension
of the ordering on literals� If C is the empty clause �which contains no literals��
then C � D for every non�empty clause D Also� if C and D are clauses� then let
L and M be their maximum respective literals� which exist if C and D are non�
tautologous Then if L � M � C � D� and if L � M � C � D� and if L � M � then
C � D if C � fLg � D � fMg and C � D if C � fLg � D � fMg If L and M are
complementary� then C and D are not ordered We note that this multiset ordering
on clauses is well�founded� because the underlying ordering on literals is We will
not further use this ordering on clauses� and present it here mainly to make this
point clear An interpretation I satis�es a ground clause C if I satis�es some �that
is� at least one� literal in C� and in this case we write I j� C Otherwise� we say
that C contradicts I and write I �j� C A substitution is a mapping from variables
to terms If  is a substitution and C is a clause then C represents the clause
obtained by replacing variables of C by terms� as speci�ed by   Such a clause
C is called an instance of C A similar terminology applies to terms� atoms� and
literals� so we can apply substitutions to them� for example For our purposes� we
say that an interpretation satis�es a non�ground clause if it satis�es all of its ground
instances An interpretation I satis�es a set S of clauses if it satis�es every clause
C in S An interpretation I is a model of a ground clause C if I j� C� and I is a
model of a set S of ground clauses if I j� C for all C � S Least models of single
ground clauses and �nite sets of ground clauses exist� as we now show

Theorem ��� Suppose C � fL�� L�� � � � � Lng is a ground clause� and suppose L� �
L� � � � � � Ln� Suppose I� �j� C� Then the least model of C is I��Ln��

Proof� We note that I��Ln� is a model of C We show that no smaller interpre�
tation J is a model of C Suppose J � I��Ln� Then by theorem ��� d�I� J� � Ln
This implies that J agrees with I� on Ln� and so C contradicts J  �

Theorem ��� Let G be a �nite set of ground clauses� If G is satis�able� then G
has a least model�

Proof� Let A�� � � � � An be the atoms that appear �positively or negatively�
in clauses in G There are only �nitely many interpretations of these atoms� at
least one of them� say I� is a model� since G is satis�able Let Imin be the least
such model� in our ordering on interpretations This must exist� since there are
only �nitely many such �nite interpretations Extend Imin to an interpretation
I��L�� L�� � � � � Ln� of A where each Li is either Ai or �Ai and Imin j� Li for all
i Then J is a model of G� since Imin is� and it is a least model� because Imin is
as small as possible among the interpretations of the Ai and the interpretations of
the other literals have been chosen as small as possible Any smaller interpretation
would have to di�er from J on some literal Li� by theorem ��� which is not possible
by the way Imin was chosen �
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De�nition ��� If G is a set of ground clauses over A� let lm�G� be its least model�
that is� the smallest interpretation I in the ordering on interpretations such that I
satis�es all elements of G�

In ordered clause linking with semantics� we accumulate such a set G and in
the process keep track of its least model lm�G� However� we do not store G in
its original form� but apply certain simpli�cations to it so that only the features
relevant for the current minimalmodel are retained For this� we not only make use
of least models but also least contradicting clauses of interpretations However� this
necessitates the introduction of another ordering on clauses We would have liked to
de�ne ordered semantic hyper�linking entirely in terms of the ordering � on clauses�
but it turns out that this is incomplete if the ordering � has order type greater than
� Therefore we introduce another ordering �cl on clauses and use it to choose
contradicting instances This means that for purposes of completeness� ordered
semantic hyper�linking may need to use two di�erent orderings� which seems to be
somewhat remarkable For this purpose� we assume that �cl is a partial ordering
such that for all ground clauses C� all but �nitely many ground clauses D satisfy
C �cl D An example of such an ordering is to order the clauses by size� that
is� the total number of occurrences of symbols� with two clauses unordered if they
have the same number of symbols Since there are only �nitely many non�variable
symbols that can appear in a clause� this ordering satis�es the �niteness property
given above We note that �cl is well�founded We say a clause C is minimal in a
set of clauses if there is no clause D in the set such that D �cl C� note that a set
of clauses can have more than one� but at most �nitely many� minimal elements
We now show that minimal contradicting clauses always exist� that is� if I is not

a model of a set S of �non�ground� clauses� then there is a minimal ground instance
D of a clause C of S such that D contradicts I

Theorem ��	 Suppose S is a set of �possibly� non�ground clauses over A and I is
an interpretation of A that is not a model of S� Then there is a ground instance D
of some clause C of S such that for all other ground instances D� of clauses in S�
if I �j� D� then either D �cl D

� or D and D� are unrelated by �cl�

Proof� The set of such ground clauses D� such that I �j� D� is non�empty� since
I �j� S Since the ordering �cl on ground clauses is well�founded� this set of ground
clauses has a minimal element D� as claimed Note that there may be more than
one such minimal D� but at most only �nitely many� by the way �cl is de�ned
This result holds even if S is in�nite� by the way �

De�nition ��
 Let mi�S� I� be some such clause D� that is� a ground instance D
of some clause in S such that I �j� D and such that there is no other ground instance
C of a clause in S such that C �cl D and such that I �j� C� If there is more than
one such instance D� we assume that mi�S� I� is one of them� chosen in an arbitrary
manner� We call such a clause D a minimal contradicting instance for I�

Later we will discuss algorithmic aspects of computing mi�S� I�

� The Search Procedure

The task now is to devise a procedure that will search through the set of all inter�
pretations in a manner consistent with the ordering� �nding clauses that contradict
each interpretation For this� we maintain a �nite list C of �relevant� ground clauses
that record the progress made in the search so far� this list contains instances of

	



clauses from S as well as instances of clauses derived from S by A�ordering resolu�
tion The goal of the search is to continually increase the least model lm�C� of C�
that is� to make lm�C� larger and larger in the ordering on interpretations This
least model is called the current interpretation At the beginning C is empty and
lm�C� is I� As elements are added to C� and sometimes removed� this least model
becomes larger and larger in our ordering on interpretations If S is unsatis�able�
then eventually C will contradict all interpretations� and there will not be a least
model any more At this point� the empty clause will be in C and the search will
stop The invariant that C possesses is captured by the following de�nitions

De�nition ��� If C is a �non�tautologous� clause� let max�C� be the maximal
literal in C in the ordering �� This exists because clauses are �nite�

De�nition ��� A list C of clauses is ascending if it is of the form C�� C�� � � � � Cn

where max�C�� � max�C�� � � � � and where for all i � n� lm�fC�� C�� � � � � Cig� �j�
Ci��� Thus C� contradicts I�� C� contradicts the least model of C�� and so on� The
literals max�Ci� are called eligible literals� in harmony with the use of this term in
�CP�a��

Theorem ��� If C � C�� C�� � � � � Cn is ascending� then so are all its pre�xes� Also�
if C�� C�� � � � � Cn is ascending� then I� �j� max�Ci� for all i and lm�fC�� C�� � � � � Cng�
� I��max�C���max�C��� � � � �max�Cn��� Furthermore� this latter interpretation dis�
agrees with I� on the literals max�Cj��

Proof� The part about pre�xes is immediate Let I be I��max�C��� max�C��� � � � �
max�Cn�� For the rest� we use induction on i We show that I� �j� max�Ci� for all
i By induction� lm�fC�� C�� � � � � Ci��g� � I��max�C���max�C��� � � � �max�Ci����
Since the literal max�Ci� is larger than any literal �max�C��� max�C��� � � � � max
�Ci����� lm�fC�� C�� � � � � Ci��g� agrees with I� on max�Ci� By the de�nition
of ascending� lm�fC�� C�� � � � � Ci��g� �j� Ci� therefore lm�fC�� C�� � � � � Ci��g� �j�
max�Ci� Since I� agrees with lm�fC�� C�� � � � � Ci��g� on max�Ci�� I� �j� max�Ci�
To show that I and I� disagree on the literals max�Ci�� we have just shown that

I� �j� max�Ci� for all i� but I j� max�Ci� by the way it is constructed
To show that I is lm�C�� we show that I is a model of C but no smaller inter�

pretation J is a model of C Now� I is a model of C since it satis�es all the literals
max�Ci� If J � I then J must di�er from I on some eligible literal� by theorem ��
Suppose d�I� J� is max�Ci� Then J �j� max�Ci� �since I j� max�Ci� and I and
J di�er on max�Ci�� It remains to show that J does not satisfy the other literals
of Ci We know that lm�fC�� C�� � � � � Ci��g� �j� Ci� by the de�nition of ascending
By induction� we know that lm�fC�� C�� � � � � Ci��g� � I��max�C��� max�C��� � � � �
max�Ci���� Therefore I��max�C��� max�C��� � � � � max�Ci���� does not satisfy Ci
Therefore J does not satisfy Ci� since J agrees with I��max�C��� max�C��� � � � �
max �Ci���� on all literals smaller than max�Ci�� and thus the literals of Ci other
than max�Ci� are not satis�ed by J either �

Now� when the search procedure begins� the set C is empty� and this set is then
successively modi�ed by adding to it some clause instance D contradicting its least
model Whenever this is done� it is necessary to do some processing on C to preserve
the ascending property This processing involves performing certain resolutions� as
well as deleting certain elements from C� in a manner that will be described Let�
ting simp�C� D� denote the result of this processing� we have the following overall
algorithm for ordered semantic hyper�linking�
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while fg �� C do
if lm�C� j� S then return �satis�able�
else D � mi�S� lm�C���

C � simp�C� D� �
od�

end while�
return �unsatis�able�

��� Processing the list C of relevant clauses

There are two kinds of operations that take place during the processing of C involved
in the call to �simp� The �rst kind is to perform ordered resolutions between D
and the last clause of C� when possible For this� we de�ne a res�C�D� as follows�

De�nition ��� Suppose C and D are ground clauses and suppose there is a literal L
such that L � max�C� and L � max�D�� Then a res�C�D� � �C�fLg���D�fLg��

Now� a res�C�D� will be an �A�ordering� resolution involving the maximal liter�
als in C and D We note that A�ordering resolution is in itself a complete theorem
proving method for propositional logic� and has natural extensions to �rst�order
logic The second kind of operation that takes place during �simp� is to eliminate
elements from C that are made irrelevant by these A�ordering resolutions� that is�
elements of C that can be eliminated without a�ecting lm�C� We have the following
procedure for �simp��

procedure simp��C�� C�� � � � � Cn�� D��
if max�Cn� and max�D� are complementary then

D� � a res�Cn� D��
return simp��C�� C�� � � � � Cn���� D��

else if max�Cn� � max�D� then
return simp��C�� C�� � � � � Cn���� D�
else return �C�� C�� � � � � Cn� D� � �

end simp

To show correctness� we de�ne an interpretation I��C� D� where C is an ascend�
ing list of clauses and D is a clause contradicting lm�C� This interpretation will
have the property that lm�C� � I��C� D� and if I � I��C� D� then I �j� C � D
Therefore� if C �D is satis�able� then I��C� D� � lm�C �D� Thus this de�nition
gives a lower bound on the least model �if it exists� We show that each processing
step in �simp� does not decrease I��C� D� And� at the beginning� I��C� D� is larger
than lm�C� Therefore� at the end we will obtain an ascending set of clauses whose
least model is larger than it was at the beginning Or� if I��C� D� is the maximal in�
terpretation� that is� the interpretation that disagrees with I� everywhere� then this
property is preserved� and we will eventually derive the empty clause fg I��C� D�
can be the maximal interpretation only if C �D is unsatis�able

De�nition ��� Suppose C is an ascending list of clauses� Let Cn be the last clause
in the list C� Suppose D is a ground clause contradicting lm�C�� De�ne I��C� D� as
follows�

I��C� D� j� L i�

�� L � max�D� and I� �j� L or

�� L � max�D� and lm�C� j� L
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We note that since I��C� D� imitates lm�C� for literals less than or equal to
max�D�� and max�D� contradicts lm�C�� therefore I��C� D� does not satisfy D
Also� for literals larger than max�D�� I��C� D� is chosen to be as large as possible
in the ordering on interpretations� and for smaller literals� I��C� D� agrees with
lm�C� Therefore� I��C� D� � lm�C� �We cannot have equality because I��C� D�
di�ers from I� on in�nitely many literals� assuming that A is in�nite� Also� if
J is an interpretation and J � I��C� D� then J does not satisfy C � D If J �
lm�C� this is immediate If J � lm�C� then D contradicts J  If J � lm�C�
then d�J� lm�C�� � max�D� since I��C� D� and lm�C� agree on literals not larger
than max�D� Therefore D contradicts J in this case� too Thus lm�C � D� �
I��C� D� And if there is no least model for C �D� then we can at least say that all
interpretations J less than or equal to I��C� D� fail to satisfy C �D
To show correctness� we need to show that every processing step in �simp� pre�

serves the property that D contradicts lm�C� and does not decrease I��C� D� Let
Cn be the last element of C If max�D� � max�Cn� then the list C with D added
to the end� is ascending� because D contradicts lm�C� If max�D� � max�Cn�
then Cn does not enter into the de�nition of I

��C� D� at all� so deleting Cn does
not a�ect I��C� D� Also� D still contradicts lm�fC�� C�� � � � � Cn��g� since this can�
not be distinguished from lm�C� on literals smaller than max�Cn� If max�D�
and max�Cn� are complementary �the only remaining case�� then the A�ordering
resolution replaces D by a resolvent containing all the literals of D and Cn ex�
cept the two maximal ones This resolvent will still contradict the least model of
�C�� C�� � � � � Cn��� since Cn did �by the de�nition of ascending� and all the literals of
D except max�D� also contradicted this least model �since D contradicted lm�C��
Also� I��fC�� C�� � � � � Cn��g� a res�Cn� D�� � I��C� D� because the maximal literal
of a res�Cn� D� is smaller than the maximal literal of D
We now consider the case in which C � D is unsatis�able If at some stage in

this processing� I��C� D� becomes the maximal interpretation� then no ascending
list can be produced� since all ascending lists of clauses are satis�able This means
that the empty clause fg is derived� and the search terminates

��� An example

Suppose that the set A of atoms is P�� P�� P�� � � � ordered by P� � P� � P� � � � �
and that S contains the following clauses�

P�
�P���P�
P���P��
�P�� P�
P����P��
P��

Suppose I� interprets Pi as true for all i� that is� I� j� Pi Then we generate
the following sequence of current interpretations Ii � lm�Ci�� and the correspond�
ing clauses mi�S� Ii��
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I� �now the clause �P���P� is chosen�
I���P�� �now �P�� P� is chosen�

�resolvent �P���P� from the above two clauses�
I���P�� �now P���P�� is chosen�
I���P���P��� �now P����P�� is chosen�
I���P���P����P��� �now P�� is chosen�

�resolvent P�� is generated from P����P�� and P���
�resolvent P� is generated from P�� and P���P���
�resolvent �P� is generated from P� and �P���P��

I���P�� �now P� is chosen�
�resolvent fg is generated from �P� and P��

We show the �ve ascending lists of clauses that are generated� too�

f�P���P�g
f�P���P�g �after �simp� is called�
f�P���P�g fP���P�� g
f�P���P�g fP���P�� g fP����P��g
f�P�g

��� Completeness

We can argue the completeness of this method in a manner similar to the complete�
ness proof in �PACL��� However� the fact that our partial orderings may have order
type greater than � complicates the argument a little Also� the fact that clauses
D that are chosen at one point may be discarded later complicates the proof The
general idea is to show that if S is unsatis�able then there are only a �nite number
of ground instances that can ever be chosen as minimal contradicting instances
Therefore there are only a �nite number of atoms that ever appear in C This es�
sentially reduces the problem to one involving �nite interpretations Since there are
only �nitely many �nite interpretations� and by the ordering on interpretations� the
same one cannot be seen more than once� eventually the method must stop� if S is
unsatis�able� then the only way for the method to stop is to generate the empty
clause
We now show that only a �nite number of clauses can be chosen

Theorem ��	 Suppose S is an unsatis�able set of clauses� Then the set fmi�S� I�
� I is an interpretation over Ag is �nite�

Proof� Let T be a �nite unsatis�able set of ground instances of clauses in S� such
a set T exists� by the so�called Herbrand�s theorem Then for every interpretation I
there is a clauseD in T such that I �j� T  Note thatmi�S� I� is minimal in �cl among
clauses contradicting I� thus we cannot have D � mi�S� I� However� for all but
�nitely many ground clauses C� D � C Thus mi�S� I� � �D�TfD

� � ��D � D��g�
which is �nite �

De�nition ��
 Suppose we arbitrarily choose some �nite unsatis�able set T of
ground instances of S� Then we say a ground instance C of S is small if it is in the
set �D�TfD

� � ��D � D��g� and it is large otherwise� We say that an atom is small
if it appears �positively or negatively� in a small clause� and it is large otherwise�
Also� a literal �A is small if A is small� otherwise �A is large�

Theorem ��� Ordered semantic hyper�linking is complete� that is� if a set S of
clauses is unsatis�able� then eventually the empty clause fg will be derived�
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Proof� As above� we observe that the clauses mi�S� I� will be small for all current
interpretation I� and there are only �nitely many such clauses It follows that all the
current interpretations I constructed will be of the form I��L�� where L is a subset of
the small literals This is a �nite set of interpretations Each current interpretation
constructed is larger than its predecessor in the ordering � on interpretations� thus
the same interpretation cannot be seen twice� and the search must eventually stop
The only way that this can happen is for the empty clause to be generated� if S is
unsatis�able �

��� E�ciency

We brie�y note one advantage of this approach over semantic hyper�linking as de�
scribed in �CP��a�� that is that the growth in the number of eligible literals is
better controlled The number of eligible literals has a strong e�ect on the work
required to �nd a minimal clause D contradicting the current interpretation The
procedure �simp� will automatically perform A�ordering resolutions when the max�
imal literal of the contradicting clause D is the complement of an existing eligible
literal� each such resolution has the e�ect of removing an eligible literal from C
In semantic hyper�linking without an ordering� it is rare for eligible literals to be
removed Typically the set of eligible literals grows rapidly� making the search pro�
cedure time�consuming after a few rounds of search and making it di�cult to �nd
proofs that require more than a few rounds of search However� the other parts
of semantic hyper�linking are powerful enough so that many proofs can be found
within three or four rounds of search In addition� the way that the literals are
ordered in semantic hyper�linking makes the propositional satis�ability test fast
Still� we think it would be an advantage to be able to handle many rounds of search
e�ciently

� Finding Minimal Contradicting Instances

The preceding discussion has not dealt with the practical aspects of how the minimal
contradicting instance mi�S� I� is found We have dealt with this to some extent in
�CP��a� The problem is� given an interpretation of the form I��L�� L�� � � � � Ln� and
a set S of �possibly� non�ground clauses� to test whether I��L�� L�� � � � � Ln� j� S and
if not� to �nd a minimal ground instance D of some clause C in S such that D con�
tradicts I��L�� L�� � � � � Ln� �if such a clause D exists� For this purpose� as we shall
see� it is helpful to choose an I� that is decidable� that is� given a non�ground clause
C we can decide whether I� j� C There are a number of kinds of interpretations
I� that are decidable� among them are the syntactic interpretations� interpretations
with a �nite domain� and interpretations over the reals in which all the functions
and predicates can be expressed in terms of linear arithmetic with inequality We
say that an interpretation I is syntactic if for any two atoms A and B with the
same predicate symbol� I j� A i� I j� B Such interpretations� depending only on
the signs and predicate symbols of literals� are fairly limited in expressiveness� but
are sometimes useful anyway� as we show in �CP��a� As an example of an inter�
pretation in terms of linear arithmetic with inequality� we might interpret P �x� y�
as �x � y and we might interpret f�x� y� as if �x � y� then x else y Now� if
I� �j� C� then we will need to �nd a ground instance C of C such that I� �j� C 
A problem is that even if I� �j� C� such a ground instance may not exist� the reason
is that some of the elements of the domain of I� may not be values of any �nite
ground terms The question� given clause C� does there exist a substitution  such
that C is a ground clause and I� �j� C � seems to be harder than deciding if
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I� j� C We say an interpretation I� is Herbrand decidable if this question about
 is decidable We note that syntactic interpretations and interpretations with
a �nite domain are Herbrand decidable We don�t know whether interpretations
over the reals in which the functions and predicates can be expressed using linear
arithmetic with inequality� are Herbrand decidable If I� is not Herbrand decid�
able� then we may have a current interpretation I that satis�es S without being
able to detect this� and we may then spend an in�nite amount of time fruitlessly
searching for a ground instance C that contradicts I However� this will not a�ect
the completeness of ordered semantic hyper�linking� because if such a C exists�
it will eventually be found If I� is Herbrand decidable� then the question whether
I��L�� L�� � � � � Ln� j� S is also decidable� as we will now show
We �rst specify in more detail how such an instance C can be found� if it

exists� and moreover an instance that is minimal� assuming that I� is decidable Our
approach is to construct a set Z of literals with the following property� The set of
ground instances of literals in Z is exactly the set of ground literals L such that I� �j�
L and neither L nor its complement L appear in the list �L�� L�� � � � � Ln� of eligible
literals Then one can show that D contradicts I��L�� L�� � � � � Ln� i� every literal
of D is either the complement of an eligible literal or an instance of a literal in Z
For� literals of D that are complements of some Li will be false in I��L�� L�� � � � � Ln�
since I��L�� L�� � � � � Ln� j� Li for all i Also� literals that are instances of elements
of Z will be false in I��L�� L�� � � � � Ln� because I��L�� L�� � � � � Ln� agrees with I� on
such literals To obtain such instances D� then� we can take a clause C of S and
apply a substitution  such that all literals L of C are instances of some literal
in Z or complements of some eligible literal That is� we �nd most general  such
that for all L in C � there exists a literal M in Z or in the set of complements of
eligible literals such that L and M are identical
We note that �nding such a  is reminiscent of the hyper�linking method of

�LP��� If all the literals in Z are ground literals� this can be done by a matching
procedure� in which the literals of C are matched one by one� if some literals in Z
are non�ground� we may need to do successive uni�cations Then if the resulting
instance D is non�ground� it is necessary to instantiate the variables with ground
terms in some manner Since we are only interested in minimal ground instances� we
can replace each variable by a ground term that is minimal in the clause ordering�
assuming that the clause ordering �cl is monotone For our purposes� we say that
the clause ordering is monotone if it can be extended to a partial ordering on terms
such that for terms s and t� s �cl t implies C�s� �cl C�t� for a clause C�s� containing
an occurrence of s Furthermore� we require that for any term t there are at most
�nitely many terms s for which ��t �cl s� Note that this implies that there are at
most �nitely many minimal terms� by the condition just given However� in order to
�nd a minimal instance� it may be necessary to replace each variable by all minimal
terms in all possible ways� which can be expensive For this purpose� we write s�t
to mean ��s � t�	��t � s� and we write C�D similarly for clauses C and D Then
we can choose an ordering �cl so that s�t implies C�s��C�t�� for example� ordering
terms by their size satis�es this condition For such an ordering� we can obtain
a minimal instance of C by replacing all variables by arbitrarily chosen minimal
terms
Now� the problem is to generate Z Without knowing more about I�� not much

can be said If the test I� j� L is decidable for ground L� then one can enumerate all
ground literals L� discard eligible literals and their complements� and test whether
I� j� L� and in this way generate� or at least enumerate� Z The fact that Z is
in�nite need not be a problem� because one only needs to enumerate Z in ascending
order in the ordering �cl in order to �nd a minimal contradicting instance D As
soon as one instance D has been found� literals L such that D �cl L need not
be examined� and this eliminates all but �nitely many literals For this we need
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to assume that if L � C and L �� C then L �cl C In �CP��b� we indicate how
specialized decision procedures can be used to aid in the generation of such sets Z
of literals� in some cases Of course� such an enumerative method cannot detect if
the current interpretation satis�es C �or S� Here we choose a di�erent approach
that permits a relatively small set Z� to be generated independent of I�� and delays
the consideration of I� to a later stage This approach also permits us to detect if
the current interpretation satis�es S� if I� is Herbrand decidable
We make some comments about the complexity measures used These are de�

�ned in terms of the sizes of various structures� considered as character strings
Alternatively� the size of a clause� set of clauses� etc is the number of occurrences
of symbols in it So if we say that something can be computed in time polynomial
in a set S of clauses� we mean that the running time is bounded by a polynomial
in the length of S� written out as a character string� this is the usual complexity
measure

��� Disuni�cation

Let Z� be a set of literals such that a ground literal L is an instance of a literal in
Z� exactly when neither L nor its complement appear in the set of eligible literals
Thus we have a kind of disuni�cation problem It turns out that a �nite set Z�

always exists� since the eligible literals are ground and there are �nitely many of
them We are using the fact that there are only �nitely many function and predicate
symbols in all Also� Z� can be computed in time polynomial in the list of eligible
literals To see this� let Z��E� be a desired Z� of literals as desired where E is
the set of literals that are either eligible literals or their complements We �rst
note that the positive and negative literals can be handled separately Let Lpos be
the set of all positive literals and let Lneg be the set of all negative literals Let
Epos be the positive literals in E and let Eneg be the negative literals in E Then
Z��E� � �Z��Epos�
Lpos�� �Z��Eneg�
Lneg� We can then extend this further� to
consider the sets of positive and negative literals having speci�ed predicate symbols�
and solving for Z� for each such subclass If there are n predicate symbols in all� we
obtain a total of �n subproblems to solve� whose solutions can then be combined to
obtain the desired Z� If a predicate symbol with a speci�ed sign does not appear
in E� the subproblem has a simple solution� then P �x�� � � � � xn� or �P �x�� � � � � xn�
is in Z��E� for suitable P � since none of its instances will be in E Otherwise� we
can consider the sets of literals having various function or constant symbols in some
chosen position Each such further division reduces the problem into a number of
subproblems equal to the number of function and constant symbols� and partitions
the set E further into disjoint subsets� eventually we obtain trivial problems� whose
solutions can be combined

��� Generating eligible instances

Suppose the set Z� of literals has been generated� as speci�ed above We generate
instances of the input clauses as follows� For each clause C in S� we partition C into
two disjoint sets of literals C� and C� This is done in all possible ways For each
such partition� we unify the literals in C� with complements of eligible literals� and
those in C� with literals from Z� This also must be done in all possible ways In
this way� we obtain an instance D of C which can be expressed as D��D� where the
literals inD� are complements of eligible literals and the literals in D� are instances
of literals of Z�� that is� they do not unify with eligible literals or their complements
We call such an instance an eligible instance Note that there are only �nitely
many eligible instances� and they can be found by a simple enumeration procedure
In order to ensure that D contradicts I��L�� L�� � � � � Ln�� it is necessary to �nd a
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substitution � such that I� �j� �D��� We also want this instance to be minimal in
the clause ordering �cl If � is as speci�ed� then I��L�� L�� � � � � Ln� �j� D�� reasoning
as above� The literals in D� are not satis�ed by the current interpretation because
they are complements of eligible literals The literals in �D��� are not satis�ed by
the current interpretation I��L�� L�� � � � � Ln� because they are not satis�ed by I� If
I� is Herbrand decidable� then the test whether such a � exists is decidable� and
in this way we can test if the current interpretation satis�es S If such a � exists�
we want to �nd one such that D� is minimal in the ordering �cl The search for
� depends of course on I� and �cl If the clause ordering is based on the directed
acyclic graph size of the terms� that is� the size is the number of distinct subterms
that appear� independent of how often they appear� then this computation seems
to be rather complicated� despite the favorable theoretical properties of this size
measure However� for certain types of interpretations and literal orderings� the
search for such a � producing a small clause can be done quickly� as we will show
in the next section This is also dealt with to some extent in the paper �CP��b� It
is likely also that this search can always be done fast if I� is an interpretation with
a �small� �nite domain and if the clause ordering �cl is monotone However� we
can say something more in case I� is syntactic If I� is syntactic� then I� �j� �D���
i� I� �j� D� � which latter condition can be checked just by examining the signs and
predicate symbols of the literals This permits some clauses to be rapidly eliminated
from further processing

��� Complexity analysis

Now� the generation of all the eligible instances requires an amount of work that
depends on the number and sizes of the eligible literals and the number of literals
in the clauses However� suppose that there is a constant bound on the number of
literals in each clause of S Then the generation of the eligible instances can be
done in time polynomial in S and the set of eligible literals� since one has to look
at all combinations obtained by unifying each literal in C with each complement of
an eligible literals or with each element of Z� If the set of eligible literals unioned
with Z� has n elements and a clause C has k literals� then there are nk possibilities�
which is still polynomial� for a �xed k For each possibility� the work is polynomial
�or even linear�� using e�cient uni�cation algorithms Note that n is polynomial
because the number of elements of Z� is polynomial� by the disuni�cation arguments
given above The assumption that k is bounded is reasonable� because it is possible
to convert clauses with many literals into clauses with three literals in a satis�ability�
preserving manner by introducing new predicate symbols
We have just shown that if the number of literals in clauses of S is bounded�

then the eligible instances can be generated in polynomial time� regardless of I�
However� in order to generate a minimal contradicting instance� it is necessary to
instantiate the eligible instances with a substitution � as speci�ed above If I� is
syntactic and the clause ordering �cl is monotone and has properties concerning �
as speci�ed in section �� then such a � can be obtained simply by checking the signs
and predicate symbols and replacing all variables by a minimal term� the entire
process of generating a minimal contradicting instance can then be done in time
polynomial in S and the set of eligible literals� that is� polynomial in their lengths
written out as character strings If I� has a �nite domain� then we can �nd for each
domain element d a minimal ground term td whose interpretation under I� is d�
such terms can be found by a simple iteration procedure Then to �nd a minimal
instance D� such that I� �j� �D���� it is only necessary to consider � replacing
variables by terms of the form td for various d in the domain This is a �nite
number of possibilities� exponential in the number of variables in D�  If we use an
ordering based on directed acyclic graphs� that is� counting the number of distinct
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subterms that appear� but not counting how often they appear� then the generation
of a minimal contradicting instance can be more complicated This is because such
directed acyclic graph�based orderings are not monotone� since the contribution of
a subterm to the clause depends on subterms that appear elsewhere in the clause
However� because of the favorable complexity properties of the directed acyclic
graph�based orderings� it may be worthwhile to use them anyway In general� it
makes sense to look at the eligible instances in order of their size� then it is possible
that a small contradicting instance may be found early and the instantiation of the
larger eligible instances may be avoided

� Additional Ordered Resolutions

Since the basic search procedure performs A�ordering resolution� it seems reasonable
to do additional resolutions� these might have the e�ect of doing part of the work
in advance� and thereby speed up the search So we might add to the input clause
set S a set S� of clauses generated by A�ordering resolution from S� and consider
these clauses S� as additional input clauses One would expect that these additional
clauses might lead to the �nding of certain contradictions earlier They also have
the e�ect of eliminating large literals from proofs� as mentioned in �CP��a� Since
the basic search procedure has di�culty generating large literals� this combination
is reasonable� and we have found that in practice such a combination �with rough
resolution instead of A�ordering resolution to eliminate large literals� often works
well We can balance the work between ordered semantic hyper�linking and A�
ordering resolution in some way so that both are done in parallel� one method to
use is to divide the total time spent equally between them
The question remains what ordering to use for these A�ordering resolutions� and

which A�ordering resolutions to do As for the ordering� we can choose some literal
ordering �lit compatible with the ordering � on ground literals That is� we can
say L �lit M �for non�ground literals L and M � if there is a ground substitution
 such that L � M  Note that we really need to use the ordering � here�
not �cl� to compare L and M  Then we can restrict literals resolved on� to
literals that are maximal in this ordering �lit As for which A�ordering resolutions
to perform� we observed in section �� the strong dependence of the e�ciency of
ordered semantic hyper�linking on the number of literals in clauses of S� so it is
reasonable to keep the number of literals small However� we want to perform the
A�ordering search in a complete manner� so that a reasonably large portion of the
search space is explored For this� it is necessary to consider not just the number
of literals in a clause� but the size �number of symbol occurrences� of the clause
Preferring clauses of small size can be done in a completenesss�preserving manner�
and will also tend to keep the number of literals small The question remains exactly
how this can be done One way to do this is to keep a list of all pairs of clauses
that have not yet been resolved together� and always resolve the pair of clauses
whose sum of sizes is as small as possible This produces clauses of small size
�number of symbol occurrences�� which will tend to have few literals� but requires
a quadratic amount of space to store these possible resolutions Another method
is the Otter �McC��� approach� in which a small clause is repeatedly chosen and
resolved against all other clauses This avoids the expensive bookkeeping� but has
the problem that this small clause will also resolve against large clauses� possibly
producing large clauses very early We propose a compromise� in which a list L �
C�� C�� C�� � � � of clauses is constructed as follows� The clauses are entered into this
list L smallest �rst Whenever a clause is entered into the list� it resolves �using
A�ordering resolution� against all clauses that are already on the list In this way�
all resolutions will eventually be done� but we have some guarantee that when two
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clauses are resolved� both of them are small Also� the amount of bookkeeping is
kept to a minimum When we are done resolving Ci against Cj for all j � i� then
we �nd the smallest clause D such that D is in S or has been produced by an earlier
resolution� and such that D is not already in the list L We then enter this smallest
clause D in the list as Ci�� and resolve D against Cj for � � j � i� continuing the
process
Now� for certain problems� it is important to produce large A�ordering resolvents

early� if they are directly derived from the negation of the theorem� this is the
case for example in Bledsoe�s �ve limit problems �Ble��� Therefore� we would like
to make this A�ordering resolution procedure sensitive to support criteria as well
as size For this purpose� we can say that a clause C is semantically supported
if it contradicts the user�given interpretation I� Both input clauses and clauses
generated by resolution can be semantically supported We then can modify the
above A�ordering search strategy so that on alternate choices of D� a semantically
supported clause is chosen Thus� we alternate between choosing D as the smallest
clause not yet in L� and the smallest semantically supported clause not yet in L�
this D is then added to the list and resolved against all clauses already in L This
will tend to favor resolutions involving supported clauses� even if the clauses are
large This can only be done systematically if I� is decidable �or better� Herbrand
decidable�

��� Explanation	based generalization

The idea of explanation�based generalization �EBG� is to extract some general prin�
ciples froma speci�c argument� enabling the argument to be applied to a wider range
of situations This principle can be applied in the ordered resolution phase of or�
dered semantic hyper�linking We note that in the procedure �simp� of section ���
A�ordering resolutions are performed between ground clauses Cn and D� both Cn

and D are instances of clauses in S or clauses produced from S by prior A�ordering
resolutions Suppose C�

n and D
� are the more general �possibly non�ground� clauses

of which Cn and D� respectively� are instances Then by general properties of res�
olution� it follows that there is an A�ordering resolvent C of Cn and D such that
a res�Cn� D� is an instance of C Therefore� it seems reasonable to store these more
general clauses C�

n� D
�� and C along with their respective instances Cn� D� and

a res�Cn� D� In this way� we produce lemmas that can be added to the set of input
clauses� such lemmas are likely to be relevant to the proof and may be generated
again during the search By adding them to S� we may avoid sections of the search
in which the same resolutions are performed over and over again It makes sense
to generate these lemmas� in addition to performing the A�ordering resolutions of
the previous section� since these lemmas may not be generated by the list�based
search method described there The fact that a uniform ordering is used in the
search may make the lemma mechanism more e�ective� the search method used in
semantic hyper�linking without ordering can vary the literal ordering for di�erent
interpretations� making it less likely that a lemma found earlier will be useful later
on

� Replacement Rules

We found that the use of replacement rules considerably enhanced the performance
of semantic hyper�linking� and so it is reasonable to include them in ordered se�
mantic hyper�linking� too However� it is necessary to adapt them to the current
context Suppose C�� C�� � � � � Cn is the current set C of relevant clauses From this
we construct a set EL of explicit literals� these are the literals satis�ed by lm�C�
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that actually appear in the clauses Ci Thus� the set EL is de�ned as the set of
literals L such that either L or L is a member of �iCi and such that lm�C� j� L
Now� if we can show that EL�S is unsatis�able� then we have already contradicted
the current interpretation lm�C� and need not search for a minimal contradicting
instance For� if we can show that EL � S is unsatis�able� then we know that the
clause fL � L � ELg is a logical consequence of S� and can be used as if it were
the minimal contradicting instance In fact� we typically �nd a small subset of the
clause fL � L � ELg that is a consequence of S� which may be more useful for the
search
To see whether EL�S is unsatis�able� we use some incomplete but often e�ective

methods In the general AI context� these may be viewed as �obvious inferences�
or �associations� that are readily made One method is to use natural replacement
rules� these are implications of the form L� 	 L� 	 � � � 	 Ln � L such that all
variables in the literal L appear elsewhere in the implication� and such that some
clause fL�� L�� � � � � Ln� Lg is a member of S These replacement rules may be used
by unifying the Li with elements of EL� then the corresponding instance of L will
be a ground literal �since all variables of L also appear elsewhere� This ground
literal is a logical consequence of EL and can be �temporarily� added to EL This
operation may be repeated a number of times� and if complementary literals appear
in EL� then we know that EL � S is unsatis�able From this derivation� a clause
that is a subset of fL � L � ELg may be extracted� which is a logical consequence
of S� and can be used in place of the minimal contradicting instance
Another kind of replacement rules are de�nitional replace rules� this is a slight

simpli�cation of the minimal replace rules of �CP��a� The idea of de�nitional re�
place rules is to capture clauses that represent de�nitions� and the e�ect of applying
them is to expand the de�nitions� this is particularly useful in set theory and modal
logic A de�nitional replace rule is of the form L� L� �L� � � � ��Ln such that all
variables in L�� L�� � � � � Ln appear in L and such that some clause fL�L�� � � � � Lng
is a member of S If one has a de�nition of the form L  A where L is a literal and
A is a formula involving no quanti�ers� one can verify that such clauses will be gen�
erated when this de�nition is converted to clause form Sometimes such formulae
are generated even if A contains quanti�ers
Such replacement rules are used in an inverse way to natural replacement rules�

if L has an instance L in EL then the implication L � L� � L� � � � ��Ln 
can be added to EL Also� if L has an instance L appearing on the right�hand side
of some such implication that has previously been added to EL� then this instance
can be added to EL In this way� EL is augmented by a set of ground instances
of clauses in S These instances are the instances that one would consider when
expanding de�nitions We can then test if EL together with these ground instances
is unsatis�able� using something like Davis and Putnam�s method �DP��� If so�
then a clause that is a subset of fL � L � ELg may be extracted� which is a logical
consequence of S� thus we know that EL � S is unsatis�able
In order to control the application of replace rules� it seems most reasonable

to use a time bound based on the time used to search for a minimal contradicting
instance It seems reasonable to �rst search for a contradiction using natural replace
rules If this fails� then de�nitional replace rules can be applied� again controlled by
the time bound If this fails� then we have generated a set G of ground clauses that
can be processed a little more� this set G contains EL �considered as unit clauses�
together with the ground instances generated by de�nitional replacement Since G
consists of ground clauses� it has only �nitely many models We can examine all
these models J of G one by one� and for each such model J � we can again apply
natural replacement to J to see if it can be contradicted We note that since G is
�nite� the models J are essentially �nite� too Each such model J can be considered
as a set U of unit clauses� that is� the set of literals L such that J j� L and such
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that L or its complement appears in G Then we can perform natural replacement
on this set U � this may �nd some contradictions that were nearly� but not quite�
found by de�nitional replacement Such contradictions �demonstrations that S �U
is unsatis�able� need to be found for all models J of G in order to demonstrate that
S �EL is unsatis�able

� Complexity Analysis

We now consider the complexity required by ordered clause linking� in terms of
the complexity of the shortest proof from S We consider both worst�case bounds
and give plausibility arguments for better performance In the introduction� we
noticed that clause linking has a triple exponential bound in the complexity of the
proof� which can be reduced to double exponential if a suitable ordering on literals
is used The same arguments apply to ordered clause linking However� we have
reason to believe that the performance will be better than this We know that if S is
unsatis�able then there is an unsatis�able set T of ground instances of S Suppose
we measure the complexity of the proof by the complexity c�T � of T � that is� its
length when written out as a character string Or� equivalently for our purposes� we
can measure the complexity of the proof by the complexity of the largest clause in
T  Note that this complexity measure does not economize on repeated occurrences
of the same subterm Now� suppose our clause ordering is based simply on the
length of the clause� written out as a character string� that is� the sum of the sizes
of the literals in the clause Then each clause appearing in the proof has complexity
at most c�T �� so we will �nd the proof when all clauses of complexity c�T � or less
have been generated �or earlier� The number of such clauses is exponential in c�T ��
and so the time required to test their satis�ability may be double exponential in
c�T � We note that this measure is independent of how many clauses appear in
T � if the �largest clause� complexity measure is used This will give our method a
better comparison with the methods of �Gou���� which need to count the number
of elements in T 
Another favorable factor for our method is that the satis�ability of a set of

ground clauses can be tested in expected polynomial time� for many probability
distributions And in practice� methods similar to Davis and Putnam�s method
often decide satis�ability of sets of propositional clauses very fast We have also
found this to be the case in the clause linking theorem prover Since our search
procedure is similar to Davis and Putnam�s procedure in its systematic search for a
model� we would expect a similar time bound to apply to it� too� thus we may expect
in practice that the time required by our method is single exponential We note
further that this is based on the assumption that all clauses of complexity c�T � or less
are generated Our method is very selective about which clauses are generated� so
that it is reasonable to assume that only a small subset of the clauses of complexity
c�T � or less will be generated For example� we can show that our method will only
generate logically minimal ground instances� that is� ground instances that are not
logical consequences of smaller �with respect to �cl� ground instances Equivalently�
a ground instance C is logicallyminimal if there is some interpretation I such that C
is a minimal instance of S contradicting I The question whether a clause is a logical
consequence of simpler clauses is also relevant for the methods of �BG��� BG���� it
turns out One would expect that the number of logically minimal ground instances
of a given size is much smaller than the total number In fact� we do not even
generate all the logically minimal clauses The fact that A�ordering resolutions
are done in the �simp� procedure means that many interpretations are not even
examined That is� we only generate clauses that are logically minimal when such
A�ordering resolvents are also considered� so this can eliminate some clauses from
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being logically minimal But� as a worst case bound� our method is exponential in
the number of logically minimal ground instances� this is always �nite when S is
unsatis�able
One might ask whether it would be just as e�cient to generate all ground in�

stances of clauses in S� and then consider them in order of size Thus we would have
a list C�� C�� C�� � � � of all ground instances of S� with the smallest ones occurring
earlier in the list We could then test if Ci is a logical consequence of Ci� for i � j�
and if so� delete Ci from the list This produces a smaller sublist C�

�� C
�
�� C

�
�� � � �

of ground instances� of which �nite pre�xes can be tested for satis�ability Our
method is more e�cient in that the non�logically minimal instances are never even
generated Furthermore� even some of the logically minimal instances are avoided�
as explained above


�� Estimating the size of the tree

We can give additional evidence that the work required by ordered semantic hyper�
linking is often small We note that it is only the small atoms that in�uence the
search� as de�ned in de�nition �	 Let us consider the smallest n atoms in A
and the probability that a clause C over these atoms will contradict an arbitrary
interpretation I Suppose that there are m ��literal ground clauses C in all Then
the chance that a random interpretation I will not satisfy a speci�c clause C is ���
�since each of � literals must be mapped to false� Therefore the chance that the
interpretation will satisfy the clause C is 	���� and the chance that I will satisfy m
��literal clauses is �	���m� if the clauses are chosen independently The expected
number of models of m independently chosen clauses �considering only the �rst n
literals� is then �n�	���m since there are �n interpretations altogether for n atoms
We note that �	���� � ���� so if m � �n then �n�	���m � � and the expected
number of models is less than one This means that the probability is very small
that we will have to search past the �rst n atoms to �nd a contradicting instance
This is evidence that if there are many clauses then the size of the tree is small�
on the average What we are given is non�ground clauses� in general� instead of
ground instances� so the determining quantity for this analysis is the number of
their ground instances of various sizes� and how they depend on one another
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